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A nonperturbative method of Green function calculation is applied to the Falicov Kimball model Hamiltonian. In an approximation to first order in the hopping matrix elements, self-consistent solutions for several thermal averages and correlation functions do not show abrupt phase changes as a function of temperature. This treatment suggests that the coulomb correlation by itself is not the key ingredient to understanding valence transitions.
PACS numbers: 71.45.Gm This paper presents a theoretical study of the Falicov Kimball (FK) model Hamiltonian 1 as a first step in a larger program to apply a little used, but convergent Green function method 2 to the study of valence fluctuations. The FK model has been chosen because of its simplicity both for use of the calculational method and as a test of the effect of the coulomb repulsion between land d electrons at each site.
The form of the Hamiltonian used here is
the original form proposed by FK and first analyzed in a Hartree Fock (HF) approximation. 3 Here E and e are the single-site atomic one particle energies ofthe/orbitals and d orbitals respectively, g is the screened coulomb integral between the I and d orbitals on one site, and t is the hopping matrix element for the d orbitals. The/orbitals are assumed to be so localized that they cannot hop from site to site. Note that because of this restriction the NI = I 1+ II is a constant of the motion for each I.
Even though there have been a large number of studies of more complicated versions of this model including spin, on-site hybridization, and static-site occupation fluctuations, this study is restricted to an examination of the simple no spin model (1). Besides demonstrating the methods which should have significant application on more realistic models, this model will allow study of the interplay of the hopping integrals t and the coulomb integral g.
This study has merit since the earliest applications of this model, 4 and even recent papers, 5 study this model in the small t limit and using Hartree approximations find a very rich phase diagram. The approximations and results to be shown here should have their greatest validity in the small t regime, and are a step beyond the HF approximation, and will illustrate the well known fact that HF approximations over emphasize the tendency to phase changes. Our results will show a strong continuity with the atomic limit (t = 0) and smooth monotonic temperature dependence of a number of thermal correlation functions when t #0.
The method we use to study this model has been discussed before, though several modifications have been recently discovered which will be discussed here and elsewhere. The method essentially introduces matrix techniques similar to those commonly used in band structure calculations into the study of many-body physics. Combining a special set of stepping operators used intuitively by Hubbard 6 and more generally elucidated by B. R. Judd? with a convergence theorem by Masson, 8 the method yields a sequence of approximations which are guaranteed to converge for any values of the model parameters. The main focus of this paper is one of the first approximants in the Masson sequence. This approximation seems to be quite rich in physics. It must be emphasized that this method removes the common ambiguity found in Zubarev 9 decoupling schemes by noting that there is a further structure present among the stepping operators. This structure is that two second quantized operators A and B consisting of odd numbers of creation and annihilation generators can be considered as elements of a operator Hilbert space with a fermion (anticommutator) inner product for possibly complex frequency liJ. The implication of this simple relationship is that a secular matrix for L can be calculated algebraically with respect to an orthonormal sequence of operators some of which lie in the "plane" determined by A and B. This secular matrix for L will contain thermal averages of several different operators which must be determined as outlined below. Matrix elements ofthe resolvent Eq. (4) can be determined in the approximations simply by inverting the finite dimensional matrices of liJ-L. A surprising and powerful theorem by Masson states that the sequence of Green functions determined by calculating the inverse of ever larger secular matrices for L converges to the exact Green function for any Hamiltonian as the size of the matrix increases. This paper will study only the first such approximant which will include all contributions to first order in t.
An important note regards the choice of basis operators that is used to calculate the secular matrices of L. The speed of convergence and relevance of the approximation in the thermodynamic limit are critically dependent on the choice of basis. In this study the first approximation will be studied in a generalized Bloch representation for many electron stepping operators. All of these ideas can be concretely realized by first briefly studying the atomic limit. Following Hubbard and Judd we can study all of the electron annihilation operators by studying the conditional many body annihilation operators for r = ± 1.
For r = -1 these operators correspond to an annihilation of anf or d electron at site / if and only if the other electron is not present on the same site. The r = + 1 operators corresponds to a change in particle number on site / from 2 to 1 if and only if the other orbital is occupied. For this simple model these two events are the only ones so the following identities hold:
The stepping operators <P Ir l and I/Ilr l are eigenvectors of L with eigenvalues 
where fiE Irl)
The solution of Eqs. (7) yield very smooth functions for Nand n as temperature varies. As is well known, but not clearly documented in the literature, these results are in direct contradiction with the original HF approximation of Falicov and Kimball when t = O.
The study of the t =f. 0 case is more complicated since neither <P Ir l nor 1/1 \r l are eigenvectors of the L using the full Hamiltonian. This obviously arises from the additional physical possibility for annihilating a d electron at the / th site by allowing it to jump to a neighboring site at which another d electron has been annihilated. The details of our truncation must be discussed elsewhere due to space limitations, but the basic outline can be given below. We truncate the L matrix using a Gramm-Schmidt procedure and include only the following generalized Bloch state operators:
With respect to these basis states the secular matrix for L reduces to 4 X 4 consisting of two independent 2 X 2 blocks. For r = -1 these equations reduce to
where S (k ) is the usual nearest neighbor structure factor for the tight binding band, (N,N; ) is a two site correlation function where / and /' denote nearest neighbor sites, z is the number of nearest neighbors and
is the nearest-neighbor correlation function which measures the d-electron correlation on the near-neighbor sites. These equations indicate two general features which one must expect from band structures based on such strongly correlated Bloch states. First, many of the band properties will exhibit a temperature dependence not to be found in the usual HF band theories. As seen above the hopping matrix elements and the corresponding subband width are modulated by thermal factors which reflect the occupation and correlation between sites in the lattice. Also present is the ,X coefficient which is essentially a temperature dependent chemical shift for each site. All of these thermal averages can be calculated within the Fermi space using the standard detailed balance condition of anticommutator Green functions with the exception of the two site correlation function (N,N;>. To calculate this two site thermal average a method very similar to that outlined above for antic om mutator Green functions has been developed for two site commutator Green functions. 10 This development uses another operator Hilbert space, called the Bose space with a different inner product, II the same super operator L, and corresponding detailed balance conditions. The simplest approximant making one by one truncations of the two-electron stepping operators yields a set of closed equations for two site thermal averages containing two, three and four factors of Nand/or n for each site.
These equations in conjunction with the Bloch state analogues of Eq. (7) comprise a set of eight equations which can be solved for any temperature and chemical potential for the relevant thermal averages. At high and low temperatures and chemical potentials these systems have analytic solutions, but at intermediate values they must be solved numerically. With a chemical potential chosen to yield one particle per site, the temperature dependence of n, Nand (N,N;) as well as the other correlation functions is quite smooth and devoid of the abrupt phase transitions seen by other approximation techniques. For small t where an approximation is essentially exact the results evolve smoothly from the atomic limit results. This smooth behavior suggests that the coulomb repulsiong in this simple model is not, by itself, the key physical effect inducing metal-insulator, valence transitions as a function of temperature.
The techniques described here constitute a potentially powerful method for studying strongly correlated band structures and systems with strong fluctuations between different configurations. The method is being applied to other models and will be more completely discussed elsewhere.
